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Many students entering college today are not traditional
eighteen-year-oldS Straight_out of high school. Our
students often are older, often did not take college=prep
courses in high_school, often are facing occupational and
family_pressures unknown to the more traditional college
student. If we are to design appropriate_courses and
curricula, if we are to plan and implement effective
instructional strattgies for_these students, we must know
more about them than_ just their current level of
mathematical achievement.

Students enrolled in basic algebra courses at a regional
campus of a large midwestern university participated in a
study designed to investigate characteristics of this new
and growing student_population. Results indicate that
certain affective variables are related to the students' age
and re-entry status. It is suggested that these variables
be considered as instructors interact with their students.
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_ The Adult Mathematics -Learner:
Attitudes, Expectations, Attributions

As the nation becomes increaSingly aware of the desirability
i

_
of life-long learning, postsecondary nstitutions are
increasingly faced with a much more varied clientele than
that to which they may have become accustomed. No_longer
are nearly all 'Dur entering studentS eighteen_years_old and
fresh from high school. Now, our stUdents often are older,
often did not take college=prep courses in high school,
often have suffered job loss or family upheavals that they
perceive as having forced their return to school.

Partictlarly in mathematics are we-finding_ourselves facing
students for whom we are unprepared_. _We believe that math
learning is cumulative--that_certain prerequisite facts,
concepts, and procedures must be_assimilated before new
learning can occur. We are therefore accuStomed to giving
placement tests. However, these teStS meaSure_only the
student!s current level of mathematic8 achievement; They do
not take into account the-Student's own_perception of that
achievement, nor of herself_or himself as a mathematics
learner. They do not_consider the student's expectations
for success at mathematical tasks, nor do they take into
account the_student's causal ascription8 for success and
failure at such tasks.

It is possible that these perceptions, expectations, and
attributions may be at least as important as current
achievement level_in the student's ability to profit by
inStruction._ There seems to be ample evidence in_the
literature to support hypotheseS positing tbe importance of
such relationships (e.g.,-Smead and Chase, 1981; Shea and
Costanza 1982; Bardwell 1984;_Lent, Brown, and Larkin, 1984;
and Marsh, Cairns, Relich, Barnes, and Debus, 1984).

It is also possible that these percepzions, expectations,
and attributions,the relationshipS among them, and their
importance for student learning mitcomes, may be different
for the adult learner than for the traditional college
student. Even when we_only consider adult learners in a
typical college classroom environment (rather than the _
plethora of other, less traditional educational programs and
Situations in which they may be found), we are considering a
group which is anything but homogeneous._ It is impossible
to describe a "typical" adult learner with respect to age,
employment status, or even_educational background (Campbell,
1983). They bring a wide range of previous experience, both
with the mathematical content and with the educational
enterpriseThey exhibit differenceS in such factors as
general experience of academic and non==academic success and
failure, time management skills or lack thereof, levels of
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self7confidence and self-monitoring, amount of time, energy,
and financial resources available, and so forth (Behr andBright, 1983). They may have travelled widely divergent
paths to reach our cla88rooms- These richly varied _
bacKgrounds mean that the internal cognitive and Affective
contexts within which their learning will take place arealso richly varied. Their instructort must contend with
these students' feelings of helplessness, their doubts of
their own ability to learn, their mistrust or downright fearof school, and perhapt most_challenging of all, their
tendency to give up under pressure and drop out of the
program (Campbell, 1983).

The_objective of the-present_study_is,to_investigate,
characteristics of-thiS_new_and_growingistudent population.
We_must of course know_something about the entering
student's edUCational_background and current:Adhievemelt
leveliin Order_to_place that student_aPPV5Priately._ More
impOrtantly,_we_must know howitheir_PeteePtions of their
mathematics_backgrounds,,of_their_ekpectations and
attributions-of sucCessiin_mathematics4 and of_themSelves as
mathematics learners relate_to achievement if We- ate to
design effectiVe:instructional strategies-and iMplementrjthem
suctessfUllyi Since_it is desirable td_plade_every_student
in_the COUrse_most_appropriate td_hit Ot her_situation, and
tinde the_returning adults are_coming to,us_from-such a wide
rangeofisituations,:none of_them_the,traditional straight-
out-of-high-scho01, it is apparent that a carefUl lOok at
the adult learhet population is in order.

Method

Respondents Approximately 350 students enrolled in
mathematics courses at a regional campus of a large
midwestern university have_participated in an ongoing study
of adult mathematics learners Of them, approximately 100
were enrolled_in a basic algebra course, and this is the
group_of respondents reported on here. Some were surveyed
only at the beginning of their course, some only at the endof their course, and some both at the beginning and at theend.

Instrument Besides personal and academic_demographic
information sheets, the instrument developed for the study
comprises three major parts:

1. The "Math Autobiography" is a set of ten_sentence
stems designed to_elicit students' perceptions of themselves
as math learners and of their own experiences with
mathematics.

2. The Adult Mathematics Expectation Scale (AMES1 isa set of eight Likert-type_items, each containing a brief
description of a mathematical task. Half the tasks are



academic_in_hatUre,_half,are from everyday_Iife (referred to
as_secular tasks).-The,student was_asked to imagine hiM= orherself_in each situatiOn; and to_cnoose-the respOnstithatwould show,"how_yOdkPedt you_would_do,then."
response_choiceS_reinged_from "wouldn't be_able_to_do_it at
all" to_"cei.tainly_can,do it" for each_item.___Responses were
summed_and_rescaled from -1 td li_yielding scores indicating
the student's_level,of eXpedtation_of_success-at-acadetid
and_secular mathematitSitatksi The_AMES-wasidesigned_for
this study. _Itt_teliability,_ as calculated:by_CrOnbach's
coefficient alPha, was 0;78, which was considered
adceptable.

_3._ The Adult MatheMatics Attribution Scale (AMAS) Was
patterned after the Mathematics Attribution,ScaleAMAS)i-
which was:deverOped_by Fennema,,Wolleat, and Pedro_f1979)
for-use:_with_secondary school-students._ The_AMAS items were
designed_to_be_more suitable fOr_d-ollege_students,
particularly-adult college ttUdentsi_than,those on-thO_MAS._
As_on_the AMEStieight_Mathematicai_situations are detdribed;four are academiCi_fddr_secuIar._ Two- situatiOnt 6U:each
type (academic or_teduIar)_are described_asiresulting in
success,:and twa_of each type as resuIting_in_failure at the
mathematical_task. For each of the_eight situations:, four
possible_reasons are-given tti account_for the indicated
outcome (success or_failUrel.___These_four reasons ic-OtteSPOnd
to the ascriptiOn dategOries identified-by attribiltitin
theorists::T:leveI_Of__AbiIity, level of difficulty_of_task,
level_of effort_expended, and level of_Iuck_di chance
fadtors.___The_respondent was asked to rate_the,extent-to
which_each_possible-reason WouId_appIy_to,himself or herSelf
in_that _success-or failUte_situation_i_ranging from 1 (ntit
the reason at all_fOritei_to_5 (definitely theireaSen_for
me). _Thus there are_in_effect-32-itemslisummed_and_rescaled
on:a 71:to I_scaIe_as_for the-AMES yieIding_eight_scores
indidating the_student's level Of attribution of_success andOf_failure at mathematics tO dadh of the four "causal"
areas:

SA Success, Ability FA Failure, Ability
ST Success, Task FT Failure, Task
SE Success, Effort FE Failure, Effort
SL Success, Luck FL Failure, Luck

In order to investigate the question of attributions, we
here consider the_student's attributional style. This
variable is derived from the subscores on the AMAS. It is
Scaled from_-I to I, where a value of_l_indicates a strong
"mastery" orientation and =1 indicates a strong "learned
helplessness" orientation (Kloosterman, 1986).

A complete copy of the instrument may be found in_Lehmann(1986). Students completed the instrument anonymously;



administration required about twenty minutes during a
regular class period.

Discussion of Results

Student Characteristics

A total of 98 students remained_in the subject pool after
illegible or incomplete survey forms were eliminated from
consideration. Of_the 98 respondents, 60 (61.2%) were women
and 38 (38.8%j_were men. Nearly half the_respondents
(46-9%) were age 20 or less; ages ranged from 17 to 63, with
a median age of 22. Of the group of respondents age 20 or
less, 52.2%_were men. In fact, 63.2% of the men, but only
36.7% of the women, were under 20, and 13.3% of the women,
but only 2.6% of the men, were over 35 years old.

Among the respondents, 63.3% were classified as re-entry
students : those who had been out_of high school two years
or more before entering college, or who did not obtain a
high school diploma, and_for whom this was their first
college math_course. These students were of course older
than_the_non-re-entry students: mean age was 27.2, while_
for the entire respondent group it was 24-8. The re-entry
group also contained a Significantly higher proportion of
women than the entire group (69.4% of the re-entry group,
compared to 61.2% overall) Only half the men, but 71.7% of
the women, were classified as re-entry studentt.

In general, we can say that the respondent group has more
women than men, that the women are generally older, and that
they are more likely to he in a re-entry situation than are
the men.

Attitudes

No significant differences were found between men and women
on the proportion who said they did or did not like
mathematicS. This was the case whether survey data was
gathered at the beginning or at the end of the course.__Nor
was any significant relationship_observed between age of
respondent and expressed liking for mathematics. Moreover,
among students for whom a Score is available both at the
beginning and at the end of the_dourse, nu significant
difference appeared between the level of expressed liking
at the beginning and at the end of the courSe. However, _
when respondents with only one attitude score_Lbeginning or
end of course) are included, the group difference is
significant. Among the Students surveyed at the beginning
of their course, 22.4% said that they disliked mathematics,
25,4% said they were indifferent, and 52.2% said they liked
mathematics. When surveyed at the end-of-the course, only
11.3% said_they_disIiked mathematics, 9.4% said they were
indifferent, and 79.2% said they liked mathematics.



A_significant difference in_attitude_towards_mathematics:_
also:appeared between reSpondents_who were beginning_theit_
first collegeiltathetatiCs_course and those whO had taken at
least One suCh_dourse_previously. -When,surveyed_at_the_
beginning_of_the_course, only 46.5%_of-the_inekperienced
Students_said they liked mathematics, 23A%__expressed
indifference, and_30.2% said they_disliked mathematics.
Among the experienCed:StUdents,_65;2%_said they liked:
mathematicS;_3044% taid_they_were_indifferent,_ and Only 4.3%
said_they_idiSliked_mathematics. _However/ when_turveyed at
the end of_the_course_,:there_were_noLattitude_differences
between experienced and inexperienced students;

Interpretation OfLthete_results is:not perhapsias simple as
it mayiseem. _At_first_glance we might_think_that_Since
students_:surveyed_at the:end-of a:course expreSt_a_higher
degree of_liking for mathematics than do_students_surveyed
at_the beginning; therefore we may be_seeing an actual
improvement:in studentS' attitudes_towardsmathematiCSJAS
they make their_Way_through our program. That,may he_ the
casei_bUt_the_preSent,data:cannot support theAMPitiveMent
hypothesisA__Thei,finding of-no_significant difference in
pre!!_and post7course-attitude among:_students,foriyhom-both,
measures are available cOupled with_the,very_low number of
students,beginning a Seddind (or_later) math course who Said
they disliked Mathetaticsi_suggests:an alternate
explanation._ We may_suspect that the reason pott-_-course_
attitudes_are_so_much better thanipre,course_attitudes:is
that_the_students,who dislike mathematics_when_thecourse:
begins are more:likely:to laVe_the course_prematurely and

thus hot tti be surveyed at the end.

Expectations

Age bore_a significant relation to expectations in the
secular realm, both pre- and post-course, with older
students expressing more confidence than younger students.
When the taskS in question were more academic, students of
all ages expressed about the same level of expectation of_
success. Sex_also was related to expectation of success at
mathematical tasks, but only on academic tasks and only when
students were surveyed at the beginning_of the course. _Men
tended to express more confidence in their likelihood of
success than did women.

Unsurprisingly, expectation of success at mathematical tasks
was significantly and positively related to expressed liking
for mathematics. This was the case_for_both academic and
secular mathematics tasks. The correlation appeared both
among respondentS Surveyed_at the beginning of their course
and among those surveyed at the end.
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Somewhat surprisingly, studentS who had_taken a previous
college mathematics courae ekpressed higher levels of
expectation of succets at_secular mathematical taskS than
did students beginning their first college mathematics
course. This_may be becaase in general the students who
have_taken a_previous course are clder than the students who
are beginning_their college mathematics sequence with this
course. On academic mathematical_tasks there was no
significant difference_,_1 expectation of success between
experienced and inexperienced students.

There_was a significant correlation between_scores on the
pre-course placement test and pre=course expectations of
success at academic mathematical tasks. There was alSo
significant correlation_between scores on the final exam_in
the course and post-course expectations of success at both
academic and secular mathematical taska. Apparently these
students do have a fairly accurate match between their
estimate of their chance of success, and their actual level
of success. What we don't know is whether they are simply
making an accurate_prediction based on prior experience, or
are:in some way setting themselves up for success or
failure. Is this an educated guess or a self=fulfilling
prophecy?

Attributions

There were no significant sex differences in attributional
style. _This was the case for both academic_and secular
situations, and for both pre= and post7course measures of
attributional style. Age, however, was related to academic
attributional style. Older students exhibited a stronger
mastery orientation than younger students when measured_at
the beginning of_the course, but not at the end. When the
tasks were secular, no relation appeared between
attributional style and age.

Attribution style_wat related to the expressed liking for
mathematics. Students_who said they liked mathematics
displayed a stronger mastery orientation than:students_who
said they_did not This relationship appeared_both among
the students surveyed at the beginning of their course and
among those surveyed at the end. It held both for academic
and secular situationS.

No significant differences in attributional style were_
apparent between the groups of student8 surveyed_at the
beginning of_their course and those surveyed at the end.
Between respondents in their first college mathematics
course and those who had already_taken one, there was a
difference in attributional style in academic situations.
The experienced students exhibited a stronger mastery
orientation than did the inexperienced students- This_was
the case only in the group surveyed at the beginning of the



course; the post-course_measures of attributional style,
like the post-course measures of other variables, showed no
relation to whether or not it was the Students' first
college mathematics course.

Attributional style was not related to students' scores on
the pre-course placement test. Scores on the final exam,
however, were positively and significantly correlated with
level of mastery orientation measured at the_end of the
course, both for academic and for secular situations.

The relationship betwean_level of expectation of success and
level of mastery orient,tion in attributional style was
poSitive and significant, for both academic and secular
tituations_when respondents were surveyed at the beginning
of_their course, and for secular situations when they were
surveyed at the end. Since the_measurement instruments were
so similar, however, this must be regarded as a tentative
finding. It is not_clear how much of the relationShip is a
function of the relationship between the form of the AMES
and that of the AMAS.

We may summarize, then, by noting that attributional style,
as here defined and measured, seems to bear little
relationship to the_age or sex of the students. It does
Seem to be related to the student's attitude towards
mathematics. It also seems to be related to actual
mathematics achievement, with higher-achieving students
expressing a stronger mastery orientation_than lower-
achieving students. Attribution style may also be related
to expectation of success.

Implicationt

mathematiCsi_education_cosmology, that_
successful experience_with_Mathematics_will_engender greater
confidence in future_sus.cessi_which will lead tO_Ittatet
persiStenceiat_mathematical tasks, which:Will_keSUlt_in_
higher:levels of_mathematical_achietteMent. AccJrding to
thiS viewi_we_simply place students_at_a Course_level which
Will_ensure their succeSsi_and_the_kett_will,follow-
naturally; -The current study_suggests that particularly fOr
older-re-entry students_this_process mayibe more_-
complicated._i Our_task_may_include more than Simply
deSigning_and_using a_placement test baSed on_Cdtrent
adhievement_level._ If the student_dOet_not_feel in control
of_his_or_her own success == if,_fOk_ekample4_he or she
tends to-attribute success_to_the_teacher's ability,_or tO
an-easy-test, or to_the_luck_of having picked,the right
material to-study tor_to leave_outy-- then_the StUdent's
cOnfidence in_his_or_her own ability to-leath_or_to_control
the_effort expended will_not be strengthened by experienc.!
Of_success If the student's_current Adhievement level
bears little or no relation to his or her confidence in
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future success or to his or her feeling of mastery in
mathematical situation8, then providing successful
experience will not necessarily lead to greater persistence.

Certainly this is not an argument against the use of
placement tests. Rather, it is A recommendation that
placement in an appropriate mathematics course not be seen
as a guarantee of student success. Persistence on the part
of the student is a necessity also, and without some
expectation of success persistence is weakened.

It Also seems,to be the case that a positive attitude is
related to_expectation and to a sense of mastery, Althoughit is not clear which is_antecedent. To change another
person's attitudeS is_notoriously_difficult. Nonetheless,the attempt to do_so should not be abandoned,,nor should it
be considered outside the scope of an instructor's task. Ifwe see_ourselves as empowering our students, as freeing them
from irrelevant restrictions on their own potential == and Ithink we do see ourSelves_in this light, though we may not
usually be so explicit about it -- we are going to have to
address any variable which may come between ability and
achievement.
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